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Spiritual awakening is a deeply personal 
and profound experience. It can be 
lonely, challenging, and at times it can 
turn your entire world upside down. But 
you are never alone!

The Crimson Circle is a global affiliation 
of human angels that understands the 
journey of awakening. We share our 
wisdom, our stories and our love of life, 
all without membership, dues or rules. 
From our home base in Colorado, 
USA we connect with people in over 
140 countries.

We love to laugh, we’ve been known 
to cry, and more than anything 
we welcome you to join us in the 
celebration of awakening. 
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the Crimson Circle, Golden, Colorado 
USA. Click here to read past issues.
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 By Geoffrey Hoppe

We dream. We dream at night and during the day. We dream to escape from 
the ordinary world of traffic jams, dead-end jobs and bills. We dream in our 
sleep to release ourselves from the physical body and earthly dimensions in 
order to explore the cosmos, only to return with the sunrise to our human lives.

We dream during the day of all of the things we wish to do the next 
day. We dream of great accomplishments, or of writing the perfect book, 
or of composing a heart-moving song. We dream of traveling the world, 
encountering fairies in the woods, building a healing center, or creating a 
school for the New Energy children. 

We dream. And then we dream some more. The dreams separate our reality 
from our grand soul desires. Our dreams exist in another place, far, far away 
from the tedium of our everyday lives. We have become masters of living two 
lives, one of our dreams and one of our reality. The two rarely, if ever, converge.

It wasn’t always that way. In our Lemurian incarnations we dreamt in chorus 
with learning to adjust to our new physical surroundings.  The dream state kept 
us connected to our angelic origins as we descended deep into dense matter. 
The dream and the emerging human lived together as one. But as we settled 
into the corporeal world a distance grew between human and divine, between 
man and his dreams. The dreams were relegated to the ethereal, while the 
human was housed in the flesh and bone. 

Now we spend our lives searching for the very dreams we intentionally hid, 
as though we buried a treasure, threw away the map and now wander the earth 
in a relentless pursuit of its discovery. It is perhaps the greatest lie of all: “I don’t 
know my dreams any more, I don’t know my passion, I don’t know my soul.”

Adamus pulled the carpet out from underneath our dreams at the latest Shoud 
(Beyond Your Dream... Into Freedom, January 5, 2013). He said to LIVE your 
dreams or let them go. They’ve become a distraction, he noted, because we’ve 
become so adept at the fantasy of our dreams rather than the reality. If you’ve 
ever heard yourself say, “I’m going to work on it tomorrow,” or “Maybe when the 
right person or opportunity comes along I’ll be able to (fill in the blank)…” This 
leads to Unfulfilled Dreams, one more time, one more lifetime. 

Adamus points out the cruel fact that, for most people, tomorrow will be 
pretty much like today, and today is pretty much like yesterday. The dreams are 
off in dreamland, while the reality stays in its ancient patterns. He has annoyed 
me as well as many others when he’s said this, but I have to admit it’s largely 
true. We’re creatures of habit, and dreamers of tomorrow. 

After the Shoud I took inventory of my own fantasy/dreams. I won’t bore 
you with the details (or expose myself so easily) but the list was…. notable. 
On one hand I felt like I’ve experienced and accomplished a lot in my 57 short 
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Upcoming events with
Geoffrey and Linda Hoppe, and

live Adamus channels.
For more information go to:

www.crimsoncircle.com/events

Special DreamWalk with Adamus!
on the Crimson Circle Show
The Awakening Zone Network
January 23, 2013

Crimson Circle Monthly Meeting
Golden, Colorado, USA 
February 2, 2013

Shaumbra Egypt Adventure 2013
Cairo, Egypt 
February 9-21, 2013

Crimson Circle Monthly Meeting
Golden, Colorado, USA 
March 2, 2013

DreamWalker Life™
Iguaçu Falls, Brasil
March 22-24, 2013

Crimson Circle Monthly Meeting
Golden, Colorado, USA 
April 6, 2013

Quantum Allowing™  SOLD OUT
Kauai, Hawaii, USA   
April 14-19, 2013 
 
Crimson Circle Monthly Meeting
Golden, Colorado, USA 
May 4, 2013

"Journey of the Angels" Book Tour
May 2013
Bern, Switzerland
Zurich, Switzerland
Muncih, Germany
Zell am See, Austria
Salzburg, Austria

New Energy Mystery School
Bled, Slovenia 
May 23 - 26, 2013

Click for more information on Events
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years on the planet. On the other hand, very few of these 
accomplishments are terribly important in the grand 
scheme of things. I had to fess up to myself and say, 
“Live the dream or let it go.” I immediately felt how much 
energy was tied up with these distant and unrealized 
dreams. I was also aware of how I used them for the sake 
of distraction. Er, maybe “deceiving myself” is a better 
choice of words. 

The hardest part was letting go of the dreams I am not 
willing to live. These hazy, fluffy dreams were so cozy 
and comforting. Best of all these old dreams weren’t 
dangerous or threatening because part of me knew they 
would never come to be. No matter how desirable a 
dream is, it can be very frightening when it comes time to 
live it. Suddenly it's brought from the warm, fuzzy ethers 
into the harsh reality of Planet Earth where it has to co-
exist with not only my makyo but everyone else’s makyo 
as well. It’s very tempting to put that blissy dream back 
in la-la land.  

Adamus’ “Beyond Your Dream” message was very 
timely with the start of the New Era. It’s time to start 

living. It’s time to live our divinity, live our dreams, live our 
truth, live our words…. The list goes on and on. In short, 
it’s time to live. And it’s hard to really LIVE if our dreams 
are in one place and our reality is in another.

I wrestled with this whole subject of either Living or 
Releasing My Dreams. I understood what Adamus was 
saying but applying it in my life was another story. I was 
afraid to release some of my old dreams because even 
though I kept these dreams in a faraway place, there was 
always a little tiny bit of hope they would come true. I 
feared that if I released them they would be gone forever. 
Or perhaps they would come true, along with all of the 
responsibility of the new reality. 

Then I saw an image that made me chuckle. The image 
was that of a New Energy Master. He was just standing 
there, being all Masterly. He had a big content smile on 
his face, not a real care in the world, living totally in the 
moment. He was living his dream, not dreaming it. Then 
the words came to me: “Grasshopper…. The Master has 
no dreams, only sensual experiences.” Whew! Goodbye 
old dreams, farewell.

Farewell to Dreams – Continued 
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Just sitting outside on the terrace, letting the rays of 
sun caress me, breathing in the dizzying scents of green 
grass, flowers, humid earth, and that… that inexplicable 
sweet swirling sound around me. It’s quiet, it’s still. Just 
sitting there, in my body, letting my eyes sweep the 
distant hills, the golden waves of life’s circles.

There’s a little child playing next to me, giggling out of 
his joyful excitement, giving me those meaningful looks, like 
sparkles between us. Another human angel comes to the 
doorway, just smiling. He can feel what I’m sharing with him. 
This sunshine that has become the symbol of my reality. I 
just sit there, enjoying – exactly where I want to be. 

I feel deep gratitude towards myself. My choices. 
That I chose to leave what I knew, take another road, 
and welcome something different, something new. That I 
didn’t give up when things got rough; that I listened to that 
quiet voice inside me. Right now, when I look back, I’m 
just ecstatic; who I am now truly feels like Me, more than 
it ever used to – and it keeps expanding. This space I’ve 
landed in, also this physical home in Southern France, I 
call it My Paradise. 

It’s a feeling, first and foremost. I see it in the little 
things; in how I’ve changed. New favourite colours 
and tastes, new pastimes and perspectives. There are 
moments that are like little enlightenments. I’m still not 
in the complete flow of abundance, I’m still reacting to 
things, I still get stuck, and I’m still integrating. But it’s 
OK, it’s perfect as it is. I’m exactly where I want to be and 
that’s the one thing I never had. 

In that victim state of my previous life in Finland, it 
was hard to stay present. I’d watch a film rather than look 
outside; I’d close the curtains rather than take a walk. 
Now, I’m exactly where I want to be, appreciating the gifts 
my reality now consists of. And I’m not necessarily even 
talking about this house, this village, this area, or this 
country; I’m talking about Me. I am where I want to be. 

Energy Serving Me
I don’t have an all-inclusive explanation regarding my 

choice to live in Southern France. The choice is purely 

based on feeling. And the amount of sunshine. I’ve always 
had a love relationship with the land and the language, 
but that’s not why I’m here now. 

A few years ago, I was still very much focused on my 
brilliant career in higher education. And back then, I really 
loved my job, I was good at it, and I wanted to continue 
with it. But there was that feeling that there was more. 

It was time for me to take that leap. To let go of that 
which didn’t serve me anymore and to learn to trust 
myself. I was going to ‘just do it’. Like Yoda, that wickedly 
wise little character in Star Wars, says, “Do, or do not. 
There is no try”. You either take that plunge or you don’t. 

Was I that incredibly aware, then, to make such 
mature choices for me? Seriously, I didn’t have a clue. 
I had to come up with an excuse: I told myself it was 
because of an X amount of things going pear-shaped, 
just wrong, in my life that I just had to leave. You see, in 

Where I Want To BE! 
by Maija Leisso,
Advanced Studies Teacher, France
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our magnificence, me and my soul hatched a master 
plan and slowly forced things to fall apart. This is what 
we in Shaumbra-land refer to as “losing everything”. 
You know, Kuthumi’s spiritual joke, “A funny thing 
happened on the way to ascension. I lost everything” 
(The Quantum Leap Series: SHOUD 2: "You, You, You" 
- October 6, 2007). 

What used to be my dream life – my successful 
career, my wonderful hobbies, great friends, and 
my chosen lifestyle – just grew incredibly small and 
restricted. I couldn’t breathe. And I sure wanted to 
breathe! So, I gradually allowed some crazy thoughts 
to come through. I started seeing there could actually 
be something more suitable for me in the world. I began 
to understand that I could have so much more, if I was 
willing to let go of the things I’d grown accustomed to. 
Pull up the anchor and head out into the open sea. 

What finally got me to seize the day, so to speak, 
and go ahead with my idea was a passion that had 
grown so enormous that I could no longer suppress it. 
A passion so grand and so compelling that my previous 
small human discontentment turned into a fire: I was 
burning, yearning, and bursting like a pop-corn! 
So, I jumped. I jumped up in the air and right out 
of the pan. 

Safe Landing – After a Rocky Ride
The two years that followed became 

the most amazing adventure ever! I drove around 
Europe in my mobile home, happily camping at the 
seaside, on the mountains, and one time even at a 
garage. I met my Shaumbra friends, but spent a lot of 
time by myself. I then found love – yes, there was a love 
story for me – with my charming partner, gave birth to an 
incredible little boy – truly, the biggest miracle of them all 
– and found a beautiful house for us in Southern France. 
I traded my mobile home into a ‘home sans wheels’ in an 
incredibly light, effortless manner. 

We signed the papers for the house on one of the 
hottest days of the summer. And in that moment, I had 
manifested my dream. I had let myself follow that yellow 
brick road, walk through the poppy field, and experience 
all those adventures in the woods and on the mountains. 
I could’ve taken the short-cut, clicked the heels of those 
red magic shoes together, done something very sensible 
and still end up in the same location, but… I would’ve 
missed the experiences, the encounters, the magical 
parts, and the gifts this journey brought me. 

And this new life? This new life represents my new 
Me. It’s a match with who I’ve become. It’s colourful, 
it’s warm, it’s rich, and it’s vibrant. Sensual and 
creative. Even in the bleak mid-winter, even when I’m 
in the middle of integrating or feeling the consciousness 
changing or when I’m just dealing with human stuff, I 
feel this perfection. A completeness in my internal world 
that matches the external one. There’s a perfection here 
I could never have imagined; I didn’t know this could 
exist. But it does: My Paradise is real. 

Maija Leisso is a Certified 
Crimson Circle Teacher (SES 
and Aspectology) and a Mentor 
Teacher (SES). In 2010, she left her 
life in Finland and her career in higher education, and 
travelled across Europe in her mobile home. She has 
now settled in Southern France. This multi-talented 
Master is a liberal entrepreneur, co-creator of GlowEng, 
and a stay-at-home mother, as well as a writer, singer, 
Facebooker, and life-lover on her way to enlightenment. 
Her first published book “I Created It a.k.a. The Gipsy 
Tour 2010” about her travels is available at Lulu.com. 
Visit her website at MaijaLeisso.com

Where I Want To Be! – Continued 
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By now you might have heard about our brand 
new venue for online classes, called the “Awakening 
Zone Academy.” This new online Academy with many 
classrooms will allow various types of classes and 
workshops to be presented, both from Geoffrey & 
Linda Hoppe as well as great material from many of our 
Awakening Zone Radio hosts and others.

This new site is based on the Ning platform, which is 
a type of social media site, and you are welcome to go to 
Awakening Zone Academy, look around and even create 
an account at any time. When you sign up for any of the 
classes offered, you will then be invited into the Group 
area for that specific class.

The first event broadcast through the Academy was the 
“End of Whatever” celebration, held on December 21st, 
2012. Now, due to popular demand, we have extended 
the availability of those recordings until February 28. 

This means that until February 28 you will be able to 
sign up to hear Adamus’ inspiring messages given on 
December 21st, as well as a short presentation by Norma 
Delaney & Garret Annofsky. 

Adamus confronted the excuses we give for why we 
can’t move forward, and told the story of a young man in 
Brazil who finally said, simply, “No more.” The 
messages are inspiring, challenging, and 
very timely.

If you want to sign up for this or 
any other class on Awakening Zone 
Academy, here’s how to do it:

• Register and create an account 
on Awakening Zone Academy (if you 
haven’t already)

• Watch the test video (either on 
the AZA home page or on the Store 
class page) to make sure your Internet 
speed and computer system will work 

• In the Crimson Circle Store, sign 
up and pay for your desired class (currently 

available are “End of Whatever” and “Essence of Mastery” 
with more coming soon!)

• Wait for your invitation to the class Group area (it will 
usually be sent after registration closes; be sure to check 
your spam folder if you don’t see it)

• Click on the link in your invitation email to join the 
class Group

• Watch or listen to the presentations at your leisure (in 
the case of multiple sessions, they may be posted over 
the span of a month or two, and will remain available for 
viewing for several weeks)

It’s all quite easy, and is a wonderful opportunity 
to enjoy classes from the comfort of your own home!

We hope you enjoy this new way to connect with others 
and experience wonderful and inspiring presentations!

Note: Your registration fee helps keep the Awakening 
Zone on the air with 100% free programming, around the 
world and around the clock. 

New! Online Courses With Leading Spiritual Teachers 
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Join us in Foz do Iguacu, near world-
renowned Iguaçu Falls (Cataratas 
do Iguaçu), Brasil in March 2013 
for a passionate and enlightening 
DreamWalker Life school with Adamus 
Saint-Germain. It’s one of the most 
beautiful places in the world, and our 
first Shaumbra event in this location.

In DreamWalker Life Adamus talks 
about living life in joy, which includes 
living abundantly, integrated with aspects 
and Self, enjoying a balanced relationship 
with others, allowing physical and 
mental health, and having a conscious 
relationship with your divine.

DreamWalker Life is designed for 
Shaumbra who are choosing a joyful, 
abundant and conscious experience in 
physical reality. Adamus has said that 
the new Masters will not necessarily 
leave their bodies when they realize 
enlightenment; they will live within the Body 
of Consciousness to enjoy life, work and 
play with other humans, experience Nature 
in a new way, and serve as Standards for 
coming generations. DreamWalker Life 
offers insights and guidance for living an 
enlightened life, in joy.  

Thousands of people from all corners of 
the world who have attended the previous 
DreamWalker Life courses, have noted that 
it was life-changing and transformational.  
Includes simultaneous Spanish and 
Portuguese translation.

 Iguaçu Falls (Cataratas do Iguaçu) 
is one of the most famous attractions in 
Brazil. The falls on the Iguaçu River have 
a flow capacity equal to three times that 
of Niagara Falls and were globally elected 
one of the New Seven Wonders of Nature 
in 2011. The falls are shared between 
Brazil and Argentina, and each side has 
its own network of trails and viewpoints. 
On the Brazilian side it's located in the 
Iguaçu National Park, established as a 
World Natural Heritage Site by UNESCO 
since 1986, which offers numerous 
tours in the region, including helicopter 
flights, boat rides, hiking trails, rafting 
etc. More information at: http://www.
cataratasdoiguacu.com.br/portal/
Hosts: 
Silvia Tognato Magini
tognatomagini@gmail.com

Conrado Sotomaior Justus de Souza 
Machado
conradojustusmachado@hotmail.com

Click here for more information

Foz do Iguacu, Brasil • March 22-24, 2013

Adamus Saint-Germain's

DreamWalker ™ Life School

Presented by Geoffrey & Linda Hoppe, with channelings from Adamus
Featuring live music with Yoham (Gerhard Fankhauser, Einat Gilboa and Amir Ya'acoby)

Live channels with Adamus Saint-Germain

Harmony & Integration
Workshop

with Gerhard & Einat
Brasil - March 25-26
Kauai - April 20-21

More info here!

mailto:tognatomagini@gmail.com
mailto:conradojustusmachado@hotmail.com
http://www.cataratasdoiguacu.com.br/portal/
https://store.crimsoncircle.com/p-4538-dreamwalker-life-iguacu-brazil-mar-22-24-2013.aspx
https://store.crimsoncircle.com/p-4538-dreamwalker-life-iguacu-brazil-mar-22-24-2013.aspx
https://store.crimsoncircle.com/c-60-events.aspx


Please support this important film!
By Geoffrey Hoppe

Time of the Sixth Sun is one of the most beautiful films 
of our new times. It’s an epic docu-drama about the 
awakening and transformation of global consciousness, 
a witnessing of these times and the huge potential we 
have for change in the world, in the way we relate to it 
and in the way we live in it.

Nikki Williams has been 
creating the film since 
2008, funded largely 
from her own savings. 
The film is in its final 
stages of production 
and now Nikki and 
Time of the Sixth Sun 
need our support 
to bring it out to the 
world. According to 
Adamus, the release 
date should be June 
22, 2013, just five short months away.

You can help bring this inspiring film out to the public 
with your donation of as little as £5 or more. Your 
donation will not be withdrawn from your account until 
Nikki has reached her goal of £77,000. The fundraising 

date expires on February 6, so time is of the essence. 
You can make a secure donation at Kickstarter.com, 
a website set up for raising funds for a variety of 
humanities projects. The link to Nikki’s page is: 
http://www.kickstarter.com/projects/1021145141/time-of-the-sixth-
sun-dreaming-ourselves-awake.

Make sure to check out the trailer at: 
http://timeofthesixthsun.com. 

The storyline is guided by Tobias (recorded in 2009), 
who speaks to us on behalf of the collective from 
across time and space as we hear the transmissions 
of our world's wisdom keepers. The film explores our 
awakening process from the point of seeding this 
planet through to humanity's ascension as we move 
into a more evolved state of being and ascend to a 
higher level of collective consciousness. 

It’s very, very rare that I make an appeal to Shaumbra 
for financial support of projects, but this is one I have 
tremendous passion for. Please help launch Time of 
the Sixth Sun with your donations.

Click here to listen to Geoffrey & Linda talk with Nikki 
WIlliams on Awakening Zone.
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This month’s e-magazine cover features the 

exquisite rendering of Quan Yin by Andre Ferrella, 

“Artist of The Spirit.” Andre is offering Shaumbra 

Monthly readers a free digital download of this 

image for personal use and joy. 

From a young age, visionary artist and 

multimedia creator Andre Ferrella has been a 

seeker inspired to use art as a means to express 

beauty, Spirituality and the Divine. On his life-

path, Ferrella has sought, studied and embraced 

the inter-connectedness of the universe from 

the microcosmic to the macrocosmic with the 

Discovery of The Living Pictures.  With each step 

on this path he has discovered more about how 

nature, the human spirit, and the Divine work 

together. His discoveries, as translated through 

his art, go beyond self-fulfillment to act as an 

opening for the journey of each individual who 

views his works.

His deep commitment to and belief in the inter-

connectedness of all is the driving force behind 

the creation of “The Rise of The Fallen”. This 

Spirit Box memorial for the U.S. military men and 

women who have fallen in the conflicts in Iraq and 

Afghanistan is not only a commemoration of their 

service and sacrifice but is also meant to serve 

as a healing experience both for those who have 

lost loved ones and for the country as a whole.  

The art of Andre Ferrella has been extensively 

exhibited and collected throughout the United 

States and Europe. 

Andre has been 

recognized by both the 

international arts and 

science communities 

as an innovator.  He 

currently resides in 

Monona, Wisconsin 

with his wife Linda 

Morris-Ferrella. We 

offer our heartfelt gratitude to Andre for sharing 

his artwork with Shaumbra this month.

Quan Yin
by Andre Ferrella

Visionary Artist  Andre Ferrella

Free digital download 
Download Instructions:
Go to Andre’s website www.AndreFerrella.com 
Sign up on the subscribe page for the newsletter. 
Instructions will be sent to the email address you provide.
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Anders Holte’s newest album is here!  
Dream of the Blue Whale features nearly 
an hour of deep and transformational music 
from one of the greatest artists of our times.

According to Anders, “The title ‘Dream Of 
The Blue Whale’ came to me already several 
years ago. Cacina and I both loved it right 
away, but I didn‘t know yet how to translate 
this vision into music ... until recently.”

Anders says he has always felt a strong 
connection to the blue whales and often 
wondered what these gentle giants dream 
about, as they move gracefully in the depths 
of their ocean world. “They are our kindred 
spirits of stellar origin,” says Anders, “who 
were always holding our dreams for us, 
keeping their timeless secrets of wisdom and 
love until we too are ready to dream again. 
That time has come.

“Creating this album has reminded me that 
my dreaming happens as the music flows 
through me. Cacina and I decided to go in 
the recording studio, having the title ‘Dream 
Of The Blue Whale’ as our only guidance. 
We had no musical agreements of any kind, 
we allowed the music to emerge literally "out 
of the blue", Cacina playing, me singing.

“What you hear on this album is the 
music recorded the way it came to us in 
the moment. Both pieces are uninterrupted 
"one-take" recordings with very little editing. 
Among the few additional recordings I made 
are the deep "Lemurian bass tones" which 
we both feel belong in this music. This is the 
first time Cacina and I have created music in 
the moment together in this way, and it has 
indeed been a precious experience for us.”
 

Check out the audio samples:
1. Dream Of The Blue Whale            
2. Pleiadian Prayer                          
 
Price:
$15 digital download
$20 physical CD plus shipping/handling

Click to order Dream of the Blue Whale

New album from Anders Holte!

SHAUMBR A 
VIDEOS

NEW

Click each image to watch video

A recap of the January Shoud where 
Adamus talks about the attributes of 
the new year and how energy has 
changed since December 21.

Also during the January Shoud, 
Adamus led two merabhs - for "ease 
and grace" and for "releasing old 
dreams." Revisit these merabhs by 
clicking the videos below.
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Online registration is now available for these upcoming events (except for those that are sold out). 
Go to www.crimsoncircle.com > Events for more information.

Shaumbra Events

European Tour • May 2013
Introducing the new Journey of the Angels book – published 
by Ansata Verlag in the German language! We're doing a 
two-week tour in Bern, Zurich, Munich, Zell am See, and 
Salzburg. Some of the events are one evening, and others 
are mulit-day. Check out the Crimson Circle Events listings 
for complete details.

Bled Lake, Slovenia • May 23 - 26, 2013
In this four day gathering Adamus will personally teach tools 
for self-healing, integrating the divine energies into the human 
condition, allowing deep changes within the DNA, alchemy and 
energy transmutation. He will discuss the illusion of light and 
dark, and how to turn chaos into beneficial energy. Over 80% 
of the students have given the school a “Life Changing” rating - 
the highest rating available. Join us in beautiful Bled, Slovenia!

Iguaçu Falls, Brasil • March 22-24, 2013
In this 4th in the DreamWalker series Adamus discusses living 
life in joy, which includes living abundantly, integrated with 
aspects and Self, enjoying a balanced relationship with others, 
allowing physical and mental health, and a having a conscious 
relationship with your divine. Live music with Yoham! Spanish 
and Portuguese translation.

Cairo, Luxor and more, February 9 - 21, 2013
Join Adamus, Kuthumi, Geoff & Linda, and our amazing 
Egyptian crew for a journey of a lifetime. Experience a living 
book of ancient sites. Mingle with the divine energies. Laugh 
and sing into the night while floating down the Nile River. Climb 
deep into the pyramids, and tone in the magical space of the 
temples. This sacred Egypt Tour is an experience beyond words. 
Only a few spaces remaining... register now!

http://www.crimsoncircle.com/Events.aspx
https://store.crimsoncircle.com/p-4182-egypt-adventure-cairo-feb-9-21-2013.aspx
https://store.crimsoncircle.com/p-4538-dreamwalker-life-iguacu-brazil-mar-22-24-2013.aspx
https://store.crimsoncircle.com/p-4624-book-tour-europe-may-2013.aspx
https://store.crimsoncircle.com/p-4636-mystery-school-bled-slovenia-may-23-26-2013.aspx
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As time goes by, it’s becoming more and more clear 
to me that enlightenment is really an ongoing process 
of elimination – that, and the profound experience of 
learning to love self. 

A few years ago Kuthumi told an angelic joke: “A 
funny thing happened on the way to ascension. I lost 
everything.” As I recall, most of the listeners didn’t 
find it all that funny. We immediately thought of all the 
stuff we didn’t want to lose – homes, cars, belongings, 
relationships, sanity, etc. In fact, some of us had already 
lost a lot and hadn’t found the experience all that funny. 
Even now, it can still be a challenge to not hang onto the 
things and people that we love. 

However, since Adamus has been around, I’ve begun 
to realize that losing all that outer stuff was actually rather 
insignificant. It’s what’s on the inside that we really need 
to let go of, and that can be way more challenging to 
release than anything on the outside. 

I can think of a few things that feel pretty valuable to 
many of us:

• The importance of making the right choice
• The dream of a better tomorrow
• Hope for salvation from suffering (both our own 

and other’s)
• We must keep learning and growing, and one day 

it will all pay off
• Our all-important spiritual journey (and surely one 

day we’ll finally arrive)
• Somebody, somewhere out there (God, soul, 

etc.) knows what it’s all about, even if we don't 
have a clue

A lot of those beliefs have defined our existence for 
eons of time. Some of them are why we came to Earth in 
the first place. But like a child who must finally grow up 
and move out on his own, letting go of them is inevitable, 
albeit challenging.

Bit by bit over the years Tobias, Adamus and Kuthumi 
have been helping us let go of some of our most cherished 
internal possessions, and recently Adamus has invited 
us to let go in rather profound ways. For instance, when 
we can really say, “That wasn’t me” about a choice or 
experience, it releases the cords that have tied us to the 

past – and that have kept us recreating it. Like letting go 
of our own kite string, “That wasn’t me” allows us to soar 
far beyond the limitations of what has been.

It is also time, if we so choose, to let go of the spiritual 
examples we’ve looked up to for so long. When humans 
want to know what something’s like or how it’s done, they 
find someone who’s done it before and try to repeat the 
process. That’s the basis for religion, science, fashion, 
education, and pretty much everything else we do. 
“Follow the right example and you’ll be okay.” But the 
spiritual masters we’ve been trying to emulate and follow 
into heaven for centuries just don’t serve any more. The 
fundamental principles might be timeless, but trying to 
do it how they did is like trying to see the world from the 
perspective of our ancestors. It’s just not relevant. 

Then, in his January message, Adamus invited us to 
let go of our dreams. For eons of time we’ve cast out 
into the future, hitching ourselves to a star of hope, 
of “maybe someday,” and using it to pull ourselves 
forward. Our dreams have been a way to get ourselves 
through the mud and rubble of everyday challenges and 
disappointments, and as long as they are out there in 
front of us, we can somehow keep going forward. “Just 
get through today, and maybe tomorrow I can do what I 
really want to do.” Yes, our dreams have been the carrot 
we’ve dangled in front of ourselves to keep us moving. 
What happens if they disappear too…?

The more we let go of all these anchor points, the 
more we feel adrift in space, lost in consciousness, and 
disconnected from reality. But that is what freedom really 
means. Perhaps it’s a bit like waking up on the other side 
of the Wall of Fire, alone in the Void, nothing here except 
our own Self. Will we take a glimpse into that Void and 
quickly retreat back to something familiar? At least in our 
usual “reality” the limitations are known, and they do help 
us keep our bearings. What’s left when all reference points 
are gone? Do we really want that much freedom? Will we 
panic when our intelligence seems to evaporate? Will we 
hold onto the corner of our favorite dream, just in case it 
might still come true? Couldn’t we just have limitations that 
are a little looser, dreams that are a little closer? 

Dear Shaumbra, what are you still holding onto – on 
the inside – because it just feels a little better? Because 
of course getting it right is what you should do? Because 

Letting Go

Shaumbra Heartbeat

By Jean Tinder, Shaumbra Monthly editor, Crimson Circle Teacher
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working toward a better world is important? Because you just shouldn’t be rude 
or pushy or assertive or clear or…? Because, if you keep on keeping on, one 
day you’ll finally find the answer? 

Freedom’s just another word for nothing left to lose, and it’s not the path for 
everyone right now. Are you ready to go there? 

I recently had the experience of walking a small labyrinth that someone had 
marked out with stones. It was “just for fun” but soon I began to slow down, 
putting one foot in front of the other very deliberately, my attention fully focused 
on walking between the boundaries. Through every twist and turn I was careful 
not to step over the line and do it wrong, and even though my others were 
waiting it felt very important to finish it properly.

Then I felt waves of gentle laughter. What a perfect example of our hesitance 
to accept Adamus’ invitation and just “step over the line” into enlightenment! I 
could step out of the labyrinth at any time, return to my waiting friends, and get 
on with the day. But something inside compelled me to keep going, one foot 
in front of the other, walking the path. What if I stepped into the next corridor 
and ended up going the wrong way? That would take even longer and mess 
everything up. Better to just keep going; eventually I would find my way out. 
Right? It didn’t matter that “out” was already right there, just a step away.

What a metaphor for our journey. We’ve gotten so focused on the path that 
it’s all we can see. We’ve learned to navigate the twists and turns with relative 
grace, trusting that one day we’ll find our way out, that the path will lead us 
home. We’ve forgotten that with just one step we could be free. 

You see, Home – as in being happily nestled back in the arms of Spirit – isn’t 
the goal; Home is a return to absolute freedom, unfettered and alone in our 
own embrace. 

The thing about this labyrinth we’re all walking is that it actually doesn’t end. 
It’s an evolving creation, and our choice to keep walking it is what creates the 
next turn in the path. This labyrinth wasn’t created by some wise, all-knowing 
God to teach us some lessons, and She isn’t patiently waiting for us at the 
non-existent finish line. The path unfolds beneath our feet as long as we keep 
walking it, outlined by the stones of our beliefs and precious things, and it’s our 
focus on each step that keeps us from seeing how close our freedom is. The 
journey of enlightenment can be as long as we want to walk it, or as short as 
stepping over that line.

Lift your eyes, Shaumbra. See the vast expanse of creation, where the rules 
of the labyrinth don’t apply, where magic happens, where you are free. It’s only 
one step, one breath away. And You are waiting for there for you with open arms.

Awakening Zone Academy proudly 
presents the “Essence of Mastery” 
online workshop featuring Jim 
Self and Adamus Saint-Germain. 
This event was presented to a live 
audience in Breckenridge, Colorado in 
August 2012, and was originally titled 
“Essence Experience.”

Jim Self leads a number of potent 
experiences in learning to walk in 
mastery throughout one’s daily 
experience. Adamus, channeled by 
Geoffrey Hoppe, adds his humor and 
compassion while challenging the 
audience to go beyond their limitations. 
Adamus also leads some unforgettable 
experiences that help provide visceral 
understanding to those who are ready 
to break out of their hypnosis.

Essence of Mastery includes  11 
sessions, which can viewed online in 
the Awakening Zone Academy at any 
time once the class begins and they 
have been posted.

CLASS INFORMATION:

Class sign-up – closes February 9.

Class begins February 13 with two 
pre-recorded sessions posted each 
week.

Cost: $250 (no refunds after class 
begins)

For more information go to:

"Essence of Mastery" in the Crimson 
Circle Store.
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AWAKENING ZONE RADIO
UPCOMING EPISODES

www.awakeningzone.com   The International Radio Network for Empowered Awakening

If you would like to receive the weekly Show Schedule via email, just click here to sign up. It’s easy!
And be sure to browse through the Archives for plenty of amazing and entertaining shows on many different topics.
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時空の旅人 
(Dimensional Travelers)
Jと宗矩によってホストされている
Sunday, February 10
    Guest: Jida

The Animal Code
With host Asia Voight
Thursday, February 21
    Guest: Con Slobodchikoff
Thursday, March 21
    Guest: Camilla Gray-Nelson
Thursday, April 18
    Guest: Meadow Linn

Alquimia Divina con Maria Magdalena
Con Malu Gaxiola &
Raiza Preziuso
Martes, 18 de enero
 
Astrodoc
With hosts Dr. Douglas Davies &
Linda Benyo Hoppe
Check the Awakening Zone Calendar
 

Breath of Life
With hosts Norma Delaney &
Garret Annofsky
Sunday, February 3
Wednesday, February 20

Bright Light
With host Dee Wallace
Every Monday

The Clear Vibration 
With host Joe Rumbolo
Thursday, January 17
    Guest: Leela Hutchison
 
Come il Vento
Ospitato da Enrico Madrigano &
Graziella Pesce
Controllare il Calendario Zona Risveglio
 
Conversation at the Cutting Edge
With host Sandie Sedgbeer
Thursday, January 17
    Guest: Dr. Dain Heer & Gary Douglas
 

Conversations with Jim Self
With host Jim Self
Tuesday, January 22
    Guest: Joan Walker
 
Cosmic Particles
With host Dr Meg Blackburn Losey
Wednesday, January 16
    Guest: Jean Adrienne

The Crimson Circle Show
With hosts Geoffrey & Linda Hoppe
Saturday, January 23
    Guest: Adamus Saint-Germain
Saturday, February 2
    Guest: Adamus Saint-Germain

Czas Tworzenia (Time of Creation)
Goszczony przez Vie Pallé Oraz Iwona Wirkus
Tjek Awakening Zone kalender

The Dr. Elizabeth Show
With host Dr. Elizabeth Lambaer
Wednesday, January 16
    Guest: Kelly Sullivan Walden
Wednesday, January 23
    Guest: Dara Dubinet

The D-Spot
With host Kelly Sullivan Walden
Monday, January 28
    Guest: Zubin Sherring
Monday, February 4
    Guest: Rev. Dr. Jeremy Taylor
Monday, February 18
    Guest: Listener call-in
Monday, March 4
    Guest: Meadow Linn

AWAKENING ZONE NEWS!
Please welcome Vicki Hazlett as the new Awakening 
Zone Radio manager! And, after helping to launch this 

fabulous network, Joe Rumbolo is now 
the Awakening Zone Sales Manager. 

If you have a product or service to share 
with Awakening Zone listeners, please click here for 
more information or to contact Joe.

http://www.awakeningzone.com
http://awakeningzone.com/Advertise.aspx
http://www.mailermailer.com/x?oid=1027250h
http://awakeningzone.com/Archives.aspx


The Light Lounge
With hosts Steve & Barbara Rother 
& Meg Adamson-Gour
Saturday, February 16

Мы Есмь Галактический 
Человек 
(We are Galactic Beings)
Larisa Artamanova
Среды, 13 февраль
Среды, 13 Март

New Beginnings
With host Lee Carroll
Check the Awakening Zone Calendar

New Consciousness Review
With host Miriam Knight
Friday, January 18
    Guest: Marianne Williamson
Friday, January 25
    Guest: Julia Assante, PhD

NEW Potentials
With host David McMaster
Wednesday, February 13
    Guest: Marisa Calvi

Nova Energija
Z Tjaša Pavček in 
Branka Božič
Szerda, január 15-vel
    Érkezett: Pepper Lewis

Pleiadian Tools for Self-Realization
With host Christine Day
Monday, January 21
Monday, February 4
Monday, February 18
Monday, March 4

Polskie Tlumaczenia Shoudu
Goszczony prezez Lukas Salek
Tjek Awakening Zone kalender

Pure Presence – Aligning to Self
With host Suzy Miller
Friday, January 18

Pure Presence – All About the Kids
With host Suzy Miller
Friday, January 25
Friday, February 22

Radio Ahmyo – Ny Bevidsthed
Gazduit de Silvia Marin
Tjek Awakening Zone tidsplan

Romanian Awakenings
Med værter Anne Maribo & Finn 
Andersen
Verificați calendarul Zona Trezirii

Solutions for a Small Planet
With host Pepper Lewis
Check the Awakening Zone calendar

Sunday Healing Service
With host Kahu Fred Sterling
Every Sunday

Visiones Multidimensionales 
(Multidimensional Insights)
Con los anfitriones Hilda Diaz 
y Norma Isabel Ojeda
Jueves, 18 de enero
Jueves, 21 de febrero

El Explorador del Alma 
Con los anfitriones Pablo Morano
Revise el calendario Awakening Zone

Frissito (Refreshment) 
A házigazdák Alfred Halasz & Timea 
Thomazy
Ellenőrizze az Awakening Zone naptár
The Great Shift
With host Kahu Fred Sterling
Every Thursday

Heart Sight
With host Nina Impala
Friday, February 8
Friday, March 8

Helen & Ontwaken  
(Healing & Awakening)
Mit hosts Dr. Eppe Kaizer & Nelleke Kaizer
Controleer de Awakening Zone kalender

Hispanoamerica en Sintonía
con el Shoud
Sábado 2 de febrero
    Invitado: Adamus Saint-Germain
Sábado 2 de marzo
    Invitado: Adamus Saint-Germain

InnerSpeak Soul Adventures
With host Jean Adrienne
Tuesday, January 15
    Guest: Wnhilliam Whitecloud

Journeys with Jonette
With host Jonette Crowley
Thursday, January 24

Kendini Seç (Choose Yourself)
Ev sahibi ile Deniz Sertbarut
Uyanış Kuşağı takvimi Giriş

La Nueva Revoluciónç Latinoamericana
Con los anfitriones Roberto & Silvia 
Mendoza
Domingo, 10 de febrero
Domingo, 10 de marzo

AWAKENING ZONE
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Advanced Studies Classes taught by Certified Teachers – click here for information

DREAMWALKER™ASCENSION 
TRANSITIONS 
Bucharest, Romania 
January 25-27, 2013 
Presented by certified teachers Georgeta Blanaru 
(Gratia) and Costinel Floricel

Rødvig Stevns, Denmark 
February 1-3, 2013 
Presented by certified teacher Anne Soevang

Penticton, BC, Canada 
February 8-10, 2013 
Presented by certified teacher Crystal Rose

DF. México 
February 15-17, 2013 
Presented by certified teachers Malu Gaxiola and 
Raiza Preziuso

Heidelberg, Germany 
February 15-17, 2013 
Presented by certified teacher Maria Rebhahn

Geneva, Switzerland 
February 15-17, 2013 
Presented by certified teacher Herbert Eichenberger

Denver, Colorado, USA 
February 22-24, 2013 
Presented by certified teacher Paul Cook

Krakow, Poland 
April 5-7, 2013 
Presented by certified teacher Liliana Tough-
Wojciechowska

Warszawa, Poland 
April 12-14, 2013 
Presented by certified teacher Liliana Tough-
Wojciechowska

Munich, Germany 
March 22-24, 2013 
Presented by certified teacher Silke Steininger

Warszawa, Poland 
April 12-14, 2013 
Presented by certified teacher 
 Liliana Tough-Wojciechowska

DREAMWALKER™  BIRTH 
TRANSITIONS 
Kiriat Ono, Israel  
January 31-February 2, 2013 
Presented by certified teacher Rosmarie Nagila 

Munich, Germany 
February 8-10, 2013 
Presented by certified teacher Angelika Ruppert

ASPECTOLOGY® SCHOOL
Penticton, BC Canada 
January 25-27, 2013 
Presented by certified teacher Jamye Hanson

Berlin, Germany 
February 1-3, 2013 
Presented by certified teacher Sandra Heuschmann

Buochs, Nidwalden, Switzerland 
February 15–17, 2013 
Presented by certified teacher Andrea Briegel

Bucharest, Romania 
February 22-24, 2013 
Presented by certified teacher Carmen Rivalet

Munich, Germany 
February 22-24, 2013 
Presented by certified teacher Ulrike Hellgardt-Lent

Syke (near Bremen), Germany 
February 22-24, 2013 
Presented by certified teachers Sigrid Nullmeyer & 
Lutz Nullmeyer

Jutland, Denmark 
March 8-10, 2013 
Presented by certified teacher Anne Soevang

Murrieta, California USA 
March 22-24, 2013 
Presented by certified teacher Elizabeth Rodriguez

Boulder, Colorado, USA 
March 29-31, 2013 
Presented by certified teacher Joshua Cove

Oxnard, California, USA 
March 29-31, 2013 
Presented by certified teacher Laurie Hefner

Geneva, Switzerland 
April 13-15, 2013 
Presented by certified teacher Jutta Bosch 
 
Bucharest, Romania  
April 26-28, 2013  
Presented by certified teachers Georgeta Blanaru & 
Costinel Florice

Munich, Germany 
May 3-5, 2013 
Presented by certified teacher Silke Steininger

Ft. Collins, Colorado USA 
May 24-26, 2013 
Presented by certified teachers David McMaster

Bad Honnef (near Bonn), Germany 
July 12-14, 2013 
Presented by certified teachers Brise Baulitz and 
Gerd Heesen 

Bucharest, Romania 
February 22-24, 2013 
Presented by certified teachers Georgeta Blanaru 
(Gratia) and Costinel Floricel

Berne, Switzerland  
March 1-3, 2013
Presented by certified teacher Heidi Stäheli

Zurich, Switzerland
March 22-24, 2013
Presented by certified teacher Rosmarie Lotmar

Syke, Germany 
April 5-7, 2013 
Presented by certified teachers Sigrid Nullmeyer and 
Lutz Nullmeyer

DREAMWALKER™DEATH 
TRANSITIONS 
East Grinstead, United Kingdom 
January 25-27, 2013 
Presented by certified teacher Janet James

Perth, Western Australia 
January 21-23, 2013 
Presented by certified teacher Jennifer Grace King

TBA, Denmark 
January 25-27, 2013 
Presented by certified teacher Anne Soevang

Geneva, Switzerland  
January 25-27, 2013 
Presented by certified teacher Herbert Eichenberger

Denver, Colorado, USA  
January 25-27, 2013 
Presented by certified teacher Paul Cook

Syke (near Bremen), Germany 
February 1-3, 2013
Presented by certified teacher Sigrid Nullmeyer 

Bucharest, Romania 
February 8-10, 2013 
Presented by certified teacher Carmen Rivalet

Golden, Colorado, USA  
February 15-17, 2013 
Presented by certified teacher Joep "Youp" 
Claessens

Bucharest, Romania  
February 15-17, 2013  
Presented by certified teacher Lucieta Gavril

Munich, Germany  
February 22-24, 2013 
Presented by certified teacher Angelika Ruppert

http://store.crimsoncircle.com/c-57-advanced-studies-workshops.aspx
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Munich, Germany 
March 9-10, 2013 
Presented by certified teachers Angelika Ruppert

Wolfsburg, Germany 
March 26-27, 2013 
Presented by certified teacher Maria Rebhahn

SEXUAL ENERGIES SCHOOL 
Bucharest, Romania 
January 25-27, 2013 
Presented by certified teachers Mirela Ghenea & 
Carmen Rivalet

Lausanne, Switzerland 
January 25-27, 2013 
Presented by certified teachers Jutta Bosch and 
Sylvie Chambaz

Lisbon, Portugal 
January 25-27, 2013 
Presented by certified teachers Placidia Maria 
Espinha and Luis Gozalbes

Chur, Switzerland 
February 1-3, 2013 
Presented by certified teachers Madeleine 
Bühlmann and Iris Senn-Jäggi

Livrons sur Drôme 26250 France 
February 1-3, 2013 
Presented by certified teachers Liliya Kiselova and 
Jean-Pascal Danos

Munich, Germany 
February 1-3, 2013 
Presented by Ulrike Hellgardt-Lent and Karin Hoyer

Oxnard, California USA 
February 1-3, 2013 
Presented by certified teachers Sue Loves and 
Laurie Hefner

Munich, Germany 
February 1-3, 2013 
Presented by certified teachers Ulrike Hellgardt-
Lent and Karin Hoyer

Bucharest, Romania 
February 8-10, 2013 
Presented by certified teachers Costinel Floricel 
and Georgeta Blanaru (Gratia)

Philadelphia area, Pennsylvania 
February 8-10, 2013 
Presented by Certified Teachers Ann Plantier and 
Clemens Federowicz

Syke (near Bremen), Germany 
February 8-10, 2013 
Presented by certified teachers Sigrid Nullmeyer & 
Lutz Nullmeyer

Drammen nearby Oslo, Norway 
February 22-24 2013 
Presented by certified teacher Evy Finjord 
Heggelund

Zurich, Switzerland 
March 1-3, 2013 
Presented by certified teacher Rosmarie Lotmar

Munich, Germany  
March 15-17, 2013 
Presented by certified teacher Ulrike Hellgardt-Lent

Eckernförde (near Kiel), Germany
March 15-17, 2013
Presented by certified teacher Sigrid Nullmeyer and 
Lutz Nullmeyer 

Krakow, Poland 
March 22-24, 2013 
Presented by certified teacher Liliana Tough-
Wojciechowska

Bucharest, Romania 
April 12-14, 2013 
Presented by certified teachers Costinel Floricel 
and Georgeta Blanaru (Grace)

Vasa, Finland 
April 19-21, 2013 
Presented by certified teacher Susanne Nordström 
 
Cold Spring Harbor, New York USA 
April 26-28, 2013 
Presented by certified teacher Joep “Youp” 
Claessens

Pigi (near Rethymno), Island of Crete, Greece
May 17-19, 2013
Presented by certified teacher Sigrid Nullmeyer and 
Lutz Nullmeyer 

NEW ENERGY SYNCHROTIZE™

Netania, Israel 
March 13-16, 2013 
Presented by certified teacher Inna Gorokhovsky

Bucharest, Romania 
March 28-31, 2013 
Presented by certified teachers Costinel Floricel 
and Georgeta Blanaru

Munich, Germany 
March 28-31, 2013 
Presented by certified teacher Angelika Ruppert

DISCOVERING YOUR PASSION
Bensheim, Germany 
March 2-3, 2013 
Presented by certified teacher Maria Rebhahn

Bucharest, Romania 
March 8-9, 2013 
Presented by certified teacher Georgeta Blanaru

Zurich, Switzerland 
February 15-17, 2013 
Presented by certified teachers Rosmarie Lotmar 
and Jutta Bosch

Penticton, BC Canada 
February 22-24, 2013 
Presented by certified teachers Crystal Rose and 
James Hanson

Helsinki, Finland 
February 22-24, 2013 
Presented by certified teachers Irma Rantala and Auli 
Jääskeläinen

Manly Beach, NSW, Australia  
February 22-24, 2013 
Presented by certified teachers Marisa Calvi and 
Jann Morgan

Glastonbury, Somerset, England 
February 22-24, 2013 
Presented by certified teachers Nataša Babnik and 
Edward Sharp 
 
Bucharest, Romania 
March 1-3, 2013 
Presented by certified teachers Lucieta Gavril and 
Andrei Tarta-Arsene 
 
Hanau am Main (near Frankfurt), Germany 
March 8-10, 2013 
Presented by certified teachers Angelika Ziegler and 
Karin Hoyer

New York City, New York 
March 8-10, 2013 
Presented by certified teachers Heather Teach and 
Laurie Hefner

Buochs, Nidwalden, Switzerland 
March 8-10, 2013 
Presented by certified teacher Sonja J. Müller and 
Andrea Briegel

Golden, Colorado USA 
March 15-17, 2013 
Presented by certified teachers Jean Tinder and 
Joep Claessens

Philadelphia area, Pennsylvania 
March 15-17, 2013 
Presented by Certified Teachers Ann Plantier and 
Clemens Federowicz

Albuquerque, New Mexico USA 
March 15-17, 2013 
Presented by certified teachers John McCurdy and 
Mary Beth Shewan

Salt Lake City, Utah USA 
March 22-24, 2013 
Presented by certified teachers Heather Teach and 
Michael Larson

Advanced Studies Classes taught by Certified Teachers, cont’d – click here for information
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Heidelberg, Germany 
April 12-14, 2013 
Presented by certified teachers Maria Rebhahn and 
Maria Estella Duernecker

Munich, Germany 
April 12-14, 2013 
Presented by certified teachers Martina Kaiser and 
Silke Steininger

Philadelphia area, Pennsylvania 
April 12-14, 2013 
Presented by Certified Teachers Ann Plantier and 
Clemens Federowicz

Besch-Perl, Germany 
March 22-24, 2013 
Presented by certified teachers Maria Rebhahn and 
Undasa Petra Glaser

Helsinki, Finland 
March 29-31, 2013 
Presented by certified teachers Irma Rantala and 
Marika Kontuniemi

Kauai, Hawaii 
April, 2013 
Presented by certified teachers John McCurdy and 
Mary Beth Shewan

Trême/Fribourg, Switzerland 
April 5-7, 2013 
Presented by certified teachers Jutta Bosch and 
Sylvie Chambaz

Warsaw, Poland 
April 12-14, 2013 
Presented by certified teachers Sandra Heuschmann 
and Vie Pallé

Neuenstadt (near Heilbronn), Germany 
May 9-11, 2013 
Presented by certified teachers Jessie Jandt and 
Karin Hoyer

Bad Honnef (near Bonn), Germany 
May 9-11, 2013 
Presented by certified teachers Brise Baulitz and 
Gerd Heesen

Advanced Studies Classes taught by Certified Teachers, cont’d – click here for information

TEACHER TRAININGS offered by our Mentor Teachers in various languages around the world.
Note: To become a certified Crimson Circle teacher, applicant must have completed desired class as well as Sexual Energies School

SEXUAL ENERGIES SCHOOL 
TEACHER TRAINING

Munich, Germany
March 1 – 4, 2013
Presented by Sandra Heuschmann 
and Silke Steininger

Horsens, Denmark
March 15 – 18, 2013
Presented by Anne Maribo Andersen 
and Finn Andersen 

Sacramento, California
March 28 – 31, 2013
Presented by Iwona Wirkus and David McMaster

TEACHER
BECOME A CRIMSON CIRCLE 

T R A I N I N G  O F F E R E D   B Y
CERTIFIED MENTOR TEACHERS

DREAMWALKER™ BIRTH 
TRANSITIONS
TEACHER TRAINING

Berlin, Germany, March 15-18, 2013
Presented by Sandra Heuschmann
Language: English

Lake Chiemsee, Germany
May 9-11, 2013
Presented by Kathleen Haws
Language: English 

ASPECTOLOGY 
TEACHER TRAINING

Cagliari, Italy
March 21-23, 2013
Presented by Malu Gaxiola and Raiza Preziuso

DREAMWALKER™ DEATH 
TRANSITIONS
TEACHER TRAINING

Mexico City, Mexico
February 10 - 13, 2013
Presented by Malu Gaxiola and Raiza Preziuso
Language: Spanish

Ft. Collins, Colorado, USA
April 30 - May 3, 2013
David McMaster and Paul Cook
Language: English

http://store.crimsoncircle.com/c-57-advanced-studies-workshops.aspx
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/c-89-teacher-trainings.aspx
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DE DK ES FI FR GR HU ID IT JP NL NO PL PT RO RU SL SR SV TR
SPECIAL TOPICS
10-10-10 Adamus in Berlin (Germany) X X X
2011: Intense and Personal X X X X X X X
2012: Deliverance X X X X X X X
Adamus: Unleashed in Sedona X X X X X X X X
Addictions X X X X X X X X X
Ancestral Karma X X X X X X
Aspectology X X X X X X X
The Beauty of Life X X X X
Biological Rejuvenation X X X X X X X X X
Body-Mind Integration (Germany) X X
Body of Consciousness X X X X X X X
Chaos X X X X X X X
Conspiracies X X X X X
Dei Un Gnost X X X X
Depression X X X X X X X X
Dreams X X X X X X X X
DreamWalker for Pets X X
Energy In Motion (Turkey) X X X X X X X X
The Energy of Food X X X X X X X
The Energy of Music X X X X
The Evolution of Gaia X X X
Fields of Potentials (South Korea) X X X X
The High Definition Life (Romania) X X X
Kuthumi & Adamus in Rome (Italy) X X X X
Living Ascension (Germany) X X
Mental Imbalance X X X X X X X
Mormons & Other Spiritual Families X X X
New Consciousness (Australia) X X
The New Earth X X X X
New Earth Update (Madrid) X X
New Energy Business X X X X X
New Energy Education X X X X X X X X X
On Death & Dying X X X X X X X X X X X X
Out of the Box X X X
Pets X X X X X X X X X
Probabilities & Potentials X X X X X X X X X
The Quantum Leap X X X X X
Relationships X X X X X X X X X X X X X
Re-Order Your Reality X X X X X X X
Reunion (Romania) X
Rising to Freedom (Israel) X X X X
Sacred Geometry X X X X X X X
Soul Encounter X X X X X X X
Sovereign One (Switzerland) X X X X
The 13th Strand X X X X X
Time, Space & Measurement Systems X X X X X
What Lies Ahead X X X X X X X
What on Earth X X X
Yes, I Am Enlightened X X X X X

DE=German; DK=Danish; ES=Spanish; FI=Finnish; FR=French; GR=Greek; HU=Hungarian; ID=Indonesian; IT=Italian; JP=Japanese; 
NL=Dutch; NO=Norwegian; PL=Polish; PT=Portuguese; RO=Romanian; RU=Russian; SL=Slovenian; SR=Serbian; SV-Swedish; TR=Turkish
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DE DK ES FI FR GR HU ID IT JP NL NO PL PT RO RU SL SR SV TR

INTENSIVES
Alchemy of Consciousness (Egypt) X X
The Alchemy of Light & Dark (France) X X X X X X
Angels & Aliens (Poland) X X X X X
Atlantis & the Wound of Isis X X X X X X
Midsummer Conference 2010 - Munich X X X
Midsummer Conference 2011 - Santa Fe X
Moving Stuck Energy (EU) X X X X X
Mysteries of Love (France) X X X X
The Oslo Sessions X X X X X
Sounds of the Soul (Egypt) X X X X
Time Travels (Egypt) X X X
Tobias Returns to Israel (Israel) X
PERSONAL STUDY COURSES
Discovering Your Passion X X X X
DreamWalker Birth X
Expanding Your Intuition (Greece) X X X X X
Interdimensional Living X X X X
Journey of the Angels X X X X X X X
New Energy Synchrotize X X X
Standard Technology (Israel & USA) X X X X X
What's Missing? X X X
MUSIC
Seven Seals X X X
Call To Awaken X X
Opening Into Consciousness X
Studio K X
FREE
Adamus on Japan – FREE X X
Chemia – FREE X X X X X X X
Death & the Astral Realms – FREE X
Drama – FREE X X X X X X X X X X X X
Do You Remember? – FREE X X X X X X
It Doesn’t Matter – FREE X
Letter to Awakening Humans – FREE X X X X X X X X X X
Sedona Tri-Channel – FREE X X
SES Intro – FREE X X X
Silent Prayer – FREE X X X X
The Darkness is Your Divinity – FREE X X X
To the Messengers – FREE X X
Twelve Awakening Signs – FREE X X X X X
Tobias & Kryon in Madrid – FREE X X X
AWAKENING ZONE
Tuning In Again, Vol. 1 X X X X X X X X X X
Tuning In Again, Vol. 2 X X X X
Halloween DreamWalk with Adamus X
MERABHS X X X X X X X X X X

DE=German; DK=Danish; ES=Spanish; FI=Finnish; FR=French; GR=Greek; HU=Hungarian; ID=Indonesian; IT=Italian; JP=Japanese; 
NL=Dutch; NO=Norwegian; PL=Polish; PT=Portuguese; RO=Romanian; RU=Russian; SL=Slovenian; SR=Serbian; SV-Swedish; TR=Turkish
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Quan Yin artwork by Andre Ferrella
See inside for free download information
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